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The Tshwane University of Technology’s (TUT) 
Students Representative Council (SRC) elections 
took place from the 5 to 7 September 2022. 

Students participated in the elections as they had to 
vote for the party they want to represent them.
More than 52% of students participated in the 
2022/2023 Tshwane University of Technology’s (TUT) 
Students Representative Council (SRC) elections that 
took place online from 5 to 7 September 2022. 
According to Dr Gugulethu Xaba, the Director of 
Student Governance and Leadership Development 
(SGLD), the elections results trumped those at any 
other university in the country;  “This year, about 53.2% 
of students voted, compared to last year’s 49.77%. 
Students went to the polls online, voting for a party 
of their choice as well as the Student Faculty Council,” 
said Dr Xaba. 
Nokwanda Khumalo, President General, commended 
the success of online voting, adding she was happy that 
students voted, “Online voting is really working for us. 
In the past students often did not vote because they 
had to go to campus to participate in the process. But 
the 4IR (fourth industrial revolution) and the move to 
technology, really made things easier,” said Khumalo.
Remembrance Molokome, third-year Journalism 
student, said she did not vote. In her view the parties 
who stand in the elections and who should represent 
the students, don’t deliver on the promises they make, 
“I don’t see any reason to vote. These people don’t 
deliver or show us any results. They just give theories, 
but no actions at all,” she added.
Israel Maphala, student in National Diploma in 
Megatronics Engineering, on the other hand, said he 
voted because he wants structures in place that can be 
trusted to tend to the issues of students. “I voted for 
candidates who will represent us effectively, even at 
management level, whenever we have any problems,” 
said Maphala.
During the live announcement of the results, Dr 
Shadrack Nthangeni, Executive Director: Student 
Affairs and Extracurricular Development (SAED), 
said the SRC elections was a significant event. He 
commended the behaviour of structures and student 
bodies during the election period.

During the last three During the last three 
days of the election days of the election 

campaign, my office received no campaign, my office received no 
reports of uncivil behaviour or reports of uncivil behaviour or 
political intolerance. I therefore political intolerance. I therefore 
urge you to continue with this urge you to continue with this 
commendable behaviour, even commendable behaviour, even 
post the announcement of post the announcement of 
the preliminary resultsthe preliminary results

Dr Shadrack Nthangeni
• Institutionally, SASCO received a total of 12 128 

votes from all campuses and were allocated 3 
seats. 

• EFFSC received a total of 8 804 votes and were 
allocated 2 seats. 

• The SCO came third, with a total of 4 925 votes, 
earning one seat. 

• PASMA was last with 2 447 votes in total and 
received 1 seat.   

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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Email:                                                                                                                                             
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Where to get help on campus

Students and 
employees 
experiencing 
any distress are 
encouraged to 
contact:

Campus Protection Services (CPS): 012 382 4369  

Trauma counselling, referrals and general mental 
support for Employees 
TEED: Employee Health and Wellness: 
012 382 5902/5435

Counselling, referrals and general mental health 
support for Students 
Student Development Support: 012 382 5076 

TUT Health and Wellness Directorate, (Related health 
issues e.g.(rape) 
Pretoria : 012 382 6612 
Emalahleni : 013 655 3222 
Ga-Rankuwa : 012 382 0572 
Mbombela : 013 745 3591 
Polokwane : 015 287 0706 
Soshanguve : 012 382 9184

NB! 

Gender-based Violence and Femicide (GBV&F)

What is GBV?

The United Nations (UN) Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women describes 
GBV as follows: Any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, 
sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or 
arbitrary deprivations of liberty, whether occurring in public or private life ... Violence against 
women shall be understood to encompass, but not be limited to, the following: physical, 
sexual and psychological violence occurring in the family [and in the community], including 
battery, sexual abuse of female children ... , dowry-related violence, marital rape, female 
genital mutilation and other traditional practices harmful to women, non-spousal violence and 
violence related to exploitation . . . sexual harassment and intimidation at work, in educational 
institutions and elsewhere, trafficking in women and forced prostitution ... and violence ... 

perpetrated or condoned by the State.

What to do if you or someone else is being abused? 

Provide the necessary help and support to a friend, family member or someone else who has 
experienced or is experiencing GBV. 

Do not suffer in silence: If you are being physically, psychologically (mentally), emotionally or 
sexually abused, talk to someone you can trust such as a friend, neighbour, relative, spiritual 
leader or elder, doctor or counsellor. 

Get professional help by:

• opening a criminal case against the abuser for rape, sexual assault or physical violence.

• applying for a Protection Order at your nearest Magistrate’s Court.

What is domestic violence?

Domestic violence is the most common form of GBV among partners. It refers to forms of 
abuse which include physical abuse; emotional, verbal and psychological abuse; economic 
abuse; intimidation; harassment; stalking; damage to property; etc. However, any abusive or 
controlling behaviour that threatens the health, safety and well-being of the complainant also 
amounts to domestic violence.

Source: Gender-Based Violence Resource Guide, Government Communications

Femicide involves the murder of a female partner by 
an intimate male partner, usually using strangulation 

or weapons such as a knife or firearm.
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Re-imagining the 
future Post-Covid-19
Excel Fongoma

Student Affairs Extracurricular Development (SAED) held a 
two-day conference from the fourth to the fifth of August, 
in Prestige Auditorium unpacking the challenges and 

possibilities brought by COVID-19.

Prof Tinyiko Maluleke the Vice Chancellor and Principal of the 
Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) said "It is not lost to 
me how important SAED is in the TUT ecosystem of Faculties, 
Departments, Directorates and Portfolios. In my estimation, 
the Student Affairs and Extracurricular Development portfolio 
stands shoulder to shoulder with other portfolios especially the 
portfolio of teaching and learning in the university. My hunch is 
that effective teaching and learning is almost impossible in the 
absence of a strong Student Affairs portfolio.”

Prof Tinyiko added "This is because the Student Affairs portfolio 
is the laboratory, the place and the space where students learn 
how to learn, how to leave and how to shape the world of work.”

When Covid-19 presented itself When Covid-19 presented itself 
in every other world region and in every other world region and 

country, many assumed it will never country, many assumed it will never 
invade our domain and this has invade our domain and this has 
clearly unpacked that concept.clearly unpacked that concept.

 Dr. Shadrack Nthangeni
Executive Director: SAED

Nthangeni continued, "This means that COVID- 19 has 
catastrophic consequences for students and staff. as Tshwane 
University of Technology recruit students and staff in all province 
across South Africa including neighboring countries such as 
Botswana, Zimbabwe and Namibia AND Swaziland which were 
heavily impacted by the pandemic.”

Dr. Nthangeni added, "As Student Affairs professionals, one of 
our obligations is to design and implement our co-curriculum 
program that help learn beyond their field of study and grow 
in whole some, critical thinking engaged citizen by defining 
learning and curriculum path-ways and assisting students in 
overcoming any particular obstacle they may face.”

 Dr. Levy Ndou said” Student orientation at TUT was negatively 
affected by the pandemic, specifically new students were robbed 
of being officially introduced to the university. We were just 
talking to online students that did not have any clue of what 
was going on, it had a negative impact on new students.   

 BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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Zandile Magubane 

Twenty-One students from the 
Department of Computer Science at 
Tshwane University of Technology’s 

eMalahleni campus successfully 
completed their internship programme 
at Nkgwete IT Solutions. The graduation 
ceremony was organised by Nkgwete IT 
Solutions as a token of appreciation of the 
completion of the internship.

A cohort of 21 students from the 
Department of Computer Science 
(eMalahleni campus) successfully 
completed their internship programme 
at Nkgwete IT Solutions – an IT company 
providing an array of managed IT 
outsourced services to well known South 
African establishments such as Eskom. 

According to Senyeki Marebane, an 
Academic manager of Computer Science 
at the eMalahleni Campus, "the internship 
opportunity offered by Nkgwete IT 
Solutions was needed to ensure that the 
graduates receive relevant skills that will 
allow them to be employable when they 
enter the industry.”

Apart from the technical skills they also 
learnt, the graduates also developed 
the skill to quickly adapt to evolving 
environments as well as soft skills such as 
customer relations, communication, team 
work, resilience and professional. 

Ndibulele Fikeni, a National Diploma 
Software Development graduate and one 
of the 21 Nkgwete IT graduates said this 
was a learning curve that taught them 
how to be efficient technicians but also 
how to behave professionally. 

He said, "The internship was an amazing 
learning curve. Not only did we learn how 
to function as efficient technicians we also 
learned how to behave as professionals. 
We had an amazing network of mentors 
who took their time to ensure that we are 
never left behind on our work”. 

Fikeni also expressed his gratitude to the 
Siddika Osman and the mentors from 
Nkgwete IT Solutions. 

Marebane also said that South Africa’s 
ICT industry lacks the required talent 
for the available vacant position in this 
industry. He further said "South African 
ICT industry endures continuous bleeding 
of thousands vacant positions because of 
sheer mismatch between the required and 
the available tech talent.  As a result, this 
adversely affects the economy”.  

 BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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HELP

21 Employment Ready Graduates

 Marebane, Muwanguzi and the graduates of 2022 at the graduation ceremony

Gender-based Violence and Femicide (GBV&F)

The internship programme The internship programme 
exposed our students to exposed our students to 

various aspects of the business, various aspects of the business, 
the development and delivery the development and delivery 

of ICT solutions to Nkgwete IT of ICT solutions to Nkgwete IT 
Solutions’ clients. The learners Solutions’ clients. The learners 

were placed on different were placed on different 
projects for delivery on projects for delivery on 

client site.client site.

Senyeki Marebane
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To every woman, we can To every woman, we can 
do it, irrespective of what. do it, irrespective of what. 

It comes with internal frame of It comes with internal frame of 
mind of knowing that we mind of knowing that we 

can do it.can do it.

Mihlali Matiwane

Dr Tessie Herbst, member of the Women 
in Leadership Forum and psychologist by 
profession expressed that, the importance 

of this event and aim of the Forum, was to show 
the importance of women in the institution, "We 
want a university that’s inclusive, where women’s 
voices can help shape the university, where 
women are being heard and valued for their unique 
contributions. That is the work of the forum, to 
ensure that women have a voice in shaping the 
future of the university”, said Herbst.

 Kelebogile Ramokgopa, lecturer at TUT and 
member of the Women in Leadership Executive 
Committee stated that, they decided that they 
need to push for the inclusivity of top management 
in any women’s structures established in the 
university, "It is very important for us to have 
the inclusion of men in these structures, in these 
platforms, and in these conversations so that they 
keep on hearing the dilemma that women are 
crying out for in the institution”, added Ramokgopa.

The theme of the seminar, "Navigating gender 
biases in the university”, aimed at showing the 
people who attended the seminar, first, how 
different men and women are but equal in the work 
place, secondly how they develop their perceptions 
about life, people and experiences, how they 
become biased consciously and unconsciously, 
and lastly, how they become aware of and manage 
these blind spots and biases.

Professor Tinyiko Maluleke, Vice-Chancellor and 
Principal of TUT, stated that, in his view, the 
approach of exposing the staff members of  TUT to 
anti-bias training does not hold out much hope, 

The diagnosis of the problem doesn’t The diagnosis of the problem doesn’t 
go deep enough for me, and if you go deep enough for me, and if you 

don’t go deep enough in diagnosing don’t go deep enough in diagnosing 
the problem, you’re unlikely to go the problem, you’re unlikely to go 

deep in seeking the remedies.deep in seeking the remedies.

Professor Tinyiko Maluleke
Prof Maluleke added that people should be able to 
read and understand gender bias, and later stated 
that the phrase "gender bias” should be replaced 
with "violence”, "In order to confront the violence, 
we will need to learn to read and understand both 
the silencing and the silences of women and the 
LGBTQI+ Community in the academia.”

How to reach silence is the skill that we need, 
because, often, women appear excluded and silent 
in many of these structures. I think we need to 
disturb the sounds of silence but before we disturb 
those sounds, we must learn to read the sounds of 
silence and the presence of absence.”, concluded  
Prof Maluleke.  

 BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

 Dr Tessie Herbst

 Prof van Wyk, Prof Naidoo and Dr Selepe 

Re-Imagine the future in INNOVATION
Excel Fongoma

The Women in Innovation Dialogue 
recognised students that entered a 
competition of a Mask Innovation challenge 

with certificates and a competition Prize worth 
R100 000. The event was held at the Prestige 
Auditorium on 19 August.

Sihle Gqadu and Tshegofatso Malehodi, Advanced 
Diploma in Business Administration student won 
a Mask Innovation challenge competition worth 
R100 000 in seed money for their business.   They 
also had the privilege to work with awesome 
business mentors and strategists from different 
universities and business sectors. 

Sihle Gqadu and Tshegofatso Malehodi said "The 
process of the competition was lengthy and 
intense but we did have fun times.”  Sihle and 
Tshegofatso expressed how the competition 
brought them closer and worked as a team 
and built a relationship. "We got to learn more 
about each other and built a positive working 
environment. The sleepless nights working on 
the business plan and technology brought forth a 
beautiful friendship.”

"We feel in awe about winning the competition. 
It's something that still astonishes us and we 
have Jesus to thank for that. He has helped us as 
business partners every step of the way.”

Gqadu encourages students to try competitions 
that the university is advertising they said "If 

someone would like to enter such a competition I 
would say like Nike "Just Do It”. "The world has a 
lot to offer and even if you feel inadequate or you 
suffer from the imposter syndrome at times, taking 
a chance will only teach you new things that you 
never knew you were capable of.” Sihle ended.

Tshogofatso said "As the winner I feel like 
my dreams are valid and the sky is the limit 
for me to reach for the stars. My plans going 
forward is to make sure that the innovation is 
commercialised and continue the journey forward 
in entrepreneurship.”

Encouraging women to know that no matter what, 
the sky has no limit Prof  Vinessa said. In our days 
women can multi-task Prof  Vinessa further added 
she said "We now talk of work life balance. It all 
boils down to us knowing that we will fit whatever 
we need to fit in our day and be a success.”    

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

The DVC: Teaching, Learning and Technology, in partnership with the Tshwane 
University of Technology (TUT) Women in Leadership Forum held a Leaders in 
discussion Seminar at the Prestige Auditorium, Pretoria Campus, on 3 August.

in Leadership

 Nompumelelo Mahlangu

 Nompumelelo Mahlangu
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Excel Fongoma

The Soshanguve Campus held Women’s 
Conference at CCT residence on 20 August. The 
Women's conferences was meant to celebrate 

the aspirations and achievements of women from TUT 
and encourage female student to stop having self-
doubt.

Reagile Makwela Public Relations student said 
"usually, people fail to achieve anything in life because 
of the self-made boundaries and limitations, the 
constant 'She's better than me, or I don't have enough 
resources to succeed. Limiting yourself is an insult 
to your capabilities as an individual. When the world 
dictates your place in society, forge forth and prove 
your worth in society by being the best version of 
you.”

Makwela detailed that let’s embrace the spirit of 
Ubuntu and not use that as an excuse of not working 
hard. She said "Your background, heritage and 
social standing do not define your destiny, because 
greatness is achieved through faith, perseverance 
but most importantly, through dedication and 
commitment.” 

Makwela believe that all female students are capable 
to do anything and they are she said "You can do 
it, not because I say so, but because something 
within you yearns to succeed, to become an achiever 
and to realize your potential in whatever career 
path you choose. Uyimbokodo, qina and break all 
boundaries, as you crack open closed doors and 
create opportunities for yourself, let my words echo 
constantly in your mind. Do not limit yourself, because 
limiting yourself is an insult to your capabilities as an 
individual.” Reagile ended

Dr Macia Lebambo, Senior; lecture in the Faculty 
of Management Science. Said "Women have to 
understand that they are different from one another 
and accept themselves as who they are. Working 
hard and being dedicated to every task given to you, 
simplifies you in achieving a lot. Every opportunity 
you are given grab it with both hands and work hard 
in moving to the next level. You must have growth in 
life.”   

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

 ?

 Dr Macia Lebambo

 Archie Bolasigobo Residence manager at CCT 
towers

Don’t let 
SELF-
BOUNDARIES
limit you

Be bold, brave and Be bold, brave and 
daring enough to daring enough to 

unravel and peel off the unravel and peel off the 
layers of your strength layers of your strength 

and character. Never and character. Never 
accept defeat and always accept defeat and always 

remind yourself that failure remind yourself that failure 
shouldn't be permanent but shouldn't be permanent but 
an opportunity to try again  an opportunity to try again  

in order to be better in order to be better 
and wiser from the and wiser from the 

experience.experience.

SELF-
BOUNDARIES
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uMqhele Day 

Cebebration 
by Ingoboco 
Structure
Excel Fongoma

Ingoboco structure held an uMqhele day on the 
5th of August 2022. UMqhele is a traditional 
Zulu circular headband made of fur. They were 

worn by Zulu men prior to the colonization of 
South Africa. It is handcrafted out of springbok 
hide and is adjustable at the back to fit all head 
sizes.

These headbands were traditionally made for 
married men but can widely be seen today worn 
by anyone, young or old, male or female as a 
cultural symbol or fashion statement piece.

Diploma in Animal Science student, Snothile 
Nxumalo, emphasized that it is important to 
respect other people’s culture, not only their Zulu 
culture.

She said, "The purpose of uMqhele day was 
to celebrate our culture as Zulus, reminding 
ourselves of where we come from and being proud 
of our culture. We're taught many things about 
being a young person and how to respect others 
not only Zulus."

Snothile continued to outline the purpose 
of uMqhele day as it was the first event they 
celebrated on TUT premises. She said, "the 
other purpose is to let others know that there 
is nothing to be ashamed of about your culture, 
talking about other tribes. In my own perspective, 
I celebrate uMqhele day I don't want to lose the 
purpose of being a Zulu person and not being 
proud of my culture. "

Nxumalo believes that unity and diversity unite 
students at the university to learn about other 
cultures and support each other with good 
behavior, peace and love.

Nxumalo said, "Ingoboco means everything to 
all of us, some of us grew up doing (Ingoma) Zulu 
dance when finding that in TUT there is Ingoboco 
that inspired us more to be proud of our culture. 
Ingoboco teaches us how to behave ourselves and 
respect others."  

 BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

 Ingcoboco structure dancers

When asked on his views on women 
celebrating each other, Romeo Malatji 
(19), who is doing his 1st year in 
Animal Sciences, said that it is a good 
thing, "As people, we need to show 
each how much we appreciate one 
another. In this day and age, women 
are being raped and abused, so they 
need to show each other support and 
be united”, added Malatji,

Kamogelo Modimola (21), 
doing his 1st year in Mechanical 
Engineering, when asked whether 
or not women celebrate each other 
enough, said that women don’t support 
each other, especially as friends, "Us, 
as men, we talk to each other about 
anything, women don’t do that. Even 
when things are happening behind 
their friend’s backs, women will keep 
quiet instead of letting their friends 
know about the issue. They mislead 
each other”, said Modimola.

Saskia Nieuwenhuis (22), who 
is doing her Advanced Diploma in 
Kinesiology and Coaching Science, 
stated it’s important for women to 
support and celebrate each other, "Not 
all females are leagued with males, so 
we don’t want them to be alone. Girls 
have to stick up for each other and 
be there for each other throughout 
difficult times”, added Nieuwenhuis.

Aysha Ramatena (21), 
who is doing her 3rd year in 
Journalism, stated she gets happy 
when women celebrate each other, 
"In the days we’re living in, we’re 
always criticising each other in every 
aspect, politically, academically… we’re 
always putting each other down. So, I 
feel like it’s a way for us to encourage 
conversations whereby we celebrate 
each other’s differences, respectively, 
and allowing for friendships and 
connections”, said Ramatena.

Trust Tibane (22), who is doing 
his 1st year Electrical Engineering, 
said that jealousy is the reason 
why he believes that women don’t 
support each other, "Some women 
don’t celebrate each other because 
of jealousy. If one woman achieves 
or succeeds in something, the 
other woman, who has noticed the 
achievement, won’t be happy for her,” 
he said.

Masego Letsoalo (20), who is 
doing her 3rd year in Journalism, 
stated that women associate each 
other should be an important part of 
any girl’s upbringing, "In many cases, 
it is easier for women to relate to one 
another, and consequently it’s easy to 
help or get help from each other. It is 
okay for women to not be a mbokodo, 
and it’s okay for them to receive help”, 
said Letsoalo.

Girlfriend’s Day, a day 
celebrated on the 1st of 
August, is an unofficial 
day where women support 
each other. Students from 
the Tshwane University of 
Technology (TUT), detailed 
their views on women 
supporting each other.
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Lunch to Honour

Dr. Musa Nkuna
Mihlali Matiwane

A luncheon took place at the Denisburg Restaurant, 
Pretoria Campus, on August 17 2022, to honour Dr 
Musa Nkuna; a world-renowned music composer 

and international opera performer.
This lunch, hosted by Professor Tinyiko Maluleke (Vice-
Chancellor and Principal of TUT), was a tribute to Dr Musa 
Nkuna for his contribution towards the arts industry.

Professor Maluleke stated that Dr Nkuna represents 
something unique and fundamental about South Africa and 
its culture when he performs all around the world, "In all his 
lyric tenor roles representing such characters as Tamino in 
Mozart’s ‘The Magic Flute’, Don Ottavio in ‘Don Giovanni’, 
Ferrando in ‘Così Fan Tutte’, Rodolfo in ‘Puccini’s La 
Bohème’, in all of more than 100 opera productions in which 
Musa has featured, he communicates something about 
South African excellence. He performs, sings and exudes our 
essence and our being”, added Professor Maluleke.

Prof Maluleke then sent his gratitude to Dr Nkuna for 
representing South Africa, "Thank you for representing to 
the world the best of what South Africans can be. Thank 
you for the way in which scholarship, talent, voice, and 
brilliant artistry have come together so beautifully in your 
international musical career. Thank you, because in every 
performance, in every composition, you reference your 
African roots”, said Professor Tinyiko.

He expressed that the event was a surprise to him and that 
the gesture was heart-warming, "A special thanks to the 
management of the Tshwane University of Technology, 
especially to the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Tinyiko 
Maluleke, for this invitation, and for recognising what I do”, 
stated Dr Nkuna.

Dr Nkuna said that he does not do what he does for himself, 
and tries to give back what he has been taught by other 
people along the way to people today, "It is very important 
that when we reach a certain level, a certain goal in one’s 
career, one is able to plough back in communities where one 
comes from. I have always said, from my teenage years, that 
no matter how educated you are, if your education doesn’t 
help the people in the community, it’s useless education”, 
concluded Dr Nkuna.

Gifts were given to Dr Nkuna, and the students from the 
Faculty of Arts and Design gave an opera performance at the 
luncheon.    

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

Denise Residence recognise

TOP ACHIEVER STUDENTS
Excel Fongoma 

Denise Residence recognised Top Achiever students on 24 August at Pretoria Campus. 
The residence has topped the TUT’s Pretoria Residences for being the best performed 
residence for the academic year 2021.

Ishara Singh the residence manager stated that hard working students deserve to be rewarded. 
She said "The ladies of Denise who achieved 75% and more in their final academic average get 
recognition for their hardwork.” Ishara added "It is such an honour to see our students Excel 
in their academic performance, it shows that in TUT we are empowering great future ready 
graduates. In the year 2022 we are still going to be determined and continue adding value to our 
student residences.” 

She believes that their residence motto keeps them going "Ladies with Style and Finesse” that’s 
our road to triumph "concluded Singh.

Shiko Lebogo a Nature Conversation third year student and the Top achiever award winner 
student highlighted the best things that made her to become the best performer for the year 
2021. She said” studying hard and coming up with smart goals to good results. I had to discipline 
myself and work hard.”

Students should always reject the urge to procrastinate and should allow the work that they 
are doing today to get them closer to where they want to be tomorrow and always know that 
perseverance is the mother of success.”

Shiko is planning to further her studies and keep her status by improving more in her 
performance "I still need to improve my overall performance and obtain my Diploma and 
become a certified Nature Conservationist. After that I will study further to improve my 
knowledge because knowledge is power.”    

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

Student RCL  
Development Workshop 
Zandile Magubane

The Directorate of Student Governance and Leadership Development (SGLD) held the RCL 
Training Program for the institution’s Humanities and ICT Faculties. The objective was to 
train the elected class representatives with the necessary skills to play their role to the 

fullest.
The workshops for the different faculties were held on different days and this is mostly because 
each faculty in the institution uses different systems of teaching so some skills may not be the 
same for the next faculty.

Lebogang Mogale, Ga-Rankuwa’s Student Development Officer (SDO) in the directorate of 
SGLD says that, this workshop is important for the elected class representatives as it provides 
them with the skills to overcome the challenges they are yet to face.

He also said, "The challenges faced by these faculties differ according to the nature and the 
kind of work that the faculty is doing. That is why we prefer that students of a particular faculty, 
we have them together 
because they will be able to 
articulate their challenges 
better because they 
are from that particular 
environment.”

The class representatives 
from the faculty of ICT 
engaged in various ice-
breaking and team building 
exercises where they built 
an element of trust among 
one another and increased 
a proper understanding of 
what it means to be a class 
representative.

Phakiso, the SDO for the Soshanguve campus believes that the adoption of class 
representatives into the various workshops is groom them into a culture of giving back to the 
community. 

He said, "We try to teach them to be free to express themselves and then also to play an active 
role in the society, active citizenry that’s the term, active citizenry.”    

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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WOMEN IN INNOVATION 

DIALOGUE PICNIC 
Excel Fongoma

SASCO TUT Rand held a, women in innovation 
dialogue picnic in the Pretoria Campus. The 
dialogue was about celebrating women and 
exploring conversations that affect women. 

Baleseng Lepota deputy secretary of SASCO TUT Rand said "The 
purpose of the silent march was to bring unity amongst women 
so that we can share love and empower one another while 

addressing the issue of Gender Based Violence "GBV". 
Baleseng added, "It is very much important to honor women because 
they hold a knife by its edge. There is nothing that can be achieved 
without the power of women. Most of the leaders we see today, they are 
where they are because of the love and support they got from women. 
I don't think women should be honored in women's month only, they 
should be honored every day so that they can see how valuable and 
important they are in the society.”

Charmane Nkosi, an Administrative Information Management student 
said "The silent march is an act of remembrance of those women who 
lost their lives through Gender Based violence, also to mark a call of 
action for accelerating gender parity. It's also an opportunity to celebrate 
women's accomplishments, to promote women's sense of self-worth. We 
need to encourage women’s ability to determine their own choice.’’”    

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

S A D E S M O
KICKED OFF CAMPAIGN ON the 
sanitary side of things 
Zandile Magubane

It’s time for Tshwane University of Technology students to go to the polls 
as Student Representative Council candidates (SRC) begin their various 
campaigns. The current President of the SRC in the Ga-Rankuwa Campus, 

Shakhane described his term of office as one that was filled with challenges 
but they allowed him to grow. He also acknowledged that not all student 
problems can be solved overnight and that it is all a matter of resilience and 
patience with the students and their needs. 
"It’s challenging because every day you meet with different people and you 
deal with the different challenges of the students."

Whoever will take over in the next term of office in the SRC must keep in 
mind that this structure stands to represent the students and their needs. 
If students demand a certain need, the SRC must make sure that it is met, 
according to the school’s regulations.

Another challenge highlighted by current SRC president was the language 
barrier in all campuses. He said, "the languages at campus it’s mixed. There 
are Tsonga, Zulu, Pedi, Xhosa and Venda speakers so if someone approaches 
you with their own mother tongue you must make sure that you understand 
what the person is trying to say and have communication skills.”

As part of the program of action (POA), the president along with SADESMO 
started things off at an accredited residence in Pretoria North called Silver 
Lakes where they donated sanitary pads to the ladies, as well as hosted a talk 
on the pandemic of gender based violence. 

SADESMO Deputy Secretary of the BEC, Linda Chakwane was part of the 
campaigning team that went to the Silver Lakes student residence in Pretoria 
North. She said the main goal is to enlarge their team. Chakwane said, "We’re 
going to campaign door to door. If there are those who want to join us, we 
let them join if they don’t want to join but want to support, we also welcome 
them.”

According to Skhakhane their campaign on Friday was a great success. They 
not only distributed sanitary pads to the ladies but they also spoke about 
gender based violence and who they can reach out to when they need help.   

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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Bridget Rachuene, a Master of 
Management Sciences in Supply Chain 
Management student, who is not only 

looking to complete her studies but also 
looking for exposure for her newly founded 
Sportswear Company. 
She describes her clothing company, Briiavo, 
as a sportswear manufacturer that seeks to 
bridge the gap between low and high income 
markets. She said, "Briiavo is a design and 
manufacturing sportswear company registered 
in 2020 to bridge the gap between low and 
high income market so that they can be able 
to afford sportswear without having financial 
strain.”

It seems that Rachuene also seeks to break 
the stereotype of affordable clothing being 
associated with bad quality. She said, "It is of 
good quality and affordable, people tend to 
question affordable prices more especially for 
the low and middle class market. If something 
is affordable, that doesn’t mean it is not of 
good quality, I can attest to that.”

Bridget’s goal is to sell her sportswear to local 
sports teams to wear South African sportswear 

and also for all classes to be on the same 
market of affordable sportswear without 
having financial strain as in most cases, 
sportswear is expensive.

One of the ways she has exposed her company 
was to visit different schools and sell the idea 
of her product to the learners. She further 
mentioned that most of the schools they went 
to, gave her this opportunity without doubting 
her abilities and services.

Rachuene encourages aspiring entrepreneurs 
to realize that whatever resources they have 
in the beginning of their journey, are enough 
to get them to the next step. She further 
emphasizes the importance of believing in all 
the efforts you make.

She said, "Use what you have. Start with 
what you have and where you are. Never 
underestimate the power of knocking on doors 
you think you don’t qualify for and lastly don’t 
doubt your abilities, for the fact that you have 
that idea in mind it clearly shows you have the 
abilities and capabilities to bring it to life.”    

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

BRIDGET RACHUENE 
ESTABLISHES BRIIAVO SPORTSWEAR

Excel Fongoma 

TUT GIVES BACK TO THE COMMUNITY
Xolani Ringane

Student Affairs and Extracurricular 
Development (SAED) in partnership with 
Corporate Affairs and Marketing hosted 

a community outreach programme at Matseke 
Primary School in Atteridgeville on Friday, 05 
August.
The TUT Department of Crop Sciences also landed 
a helping hand by helping to start the Matseke 
Primary School’s vegetable garden from the 
ground up, TUT Farm gave away 30 bunches of 
spinach to the school which was prepared for the 
learners on the day.

Mmapule Mdidi, a TUT third year student in Crop 

Production said "what I took from today’s initiative 
is that it feels great to give back and expect 
nothing in return especially when you’re doing 
something that you love.”

Dr Vathiswa Papu-Zamxaka, TUT’s Deputy Vice-
Chancellor: Research, Innovation and Engagement 
said "We want to contribute to the production 
of our future leaders, it starts here, so one of 
our pillars is to empower people and we cannot 
wait until the learners are in our premises for 
us to contribute towards such so we’re building 
our leaders now by giving back,” Papu-Zamxaka 
added.

Ivy Aphane, the principal of Matseke Primary 
School detailed how this initiative impacted the 
school.

"Our school started in 1956 and it was last painted 
20 years ago, now the school walls are looking 
attractive, learners will be encouraged to come 
to school. We were also helped with a vegetable 
garden that will help us provide lunch and meals 
to our learners through our feeding scheme, this 
project has impacted us greatly” Aphane added.    

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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  TUT Women football team and former Banyana Banyana Frank Himilton-Smith

  Frank Hilton-Smith and  
Ngcebo Mahlangu

WOMEN IN ENGINEERING
Zandile Magubane and Excel Fongoma

Tshwane University of Technology’s SAICE 
student chapter hosted a women in 
engineering workshop on 12 August 2022. 

The aim of this workshop was to educate, empower 
and prepare young women for their future careers 
as well as expose them to the different platforms 
and mentors that can be considered structures 
of support on their journey in the engineering 
industry.

Speakers at the event were Luyanda Mthethwa 
from Geology and Environmental Management 
as well as Tabadi Makunyane from Construction 
management. Other speakers were representatives 
of various organizations like Engineering Council 
of South Africa (ECSA), SheEngineering, WomEng, 
Young Females in Engineering and PMS Safety, 
Work wear and Equipment.

Kgomotso Malau TUT Alumnae in Civil engineering 
said, "The outcome was beyond my expectation. 
Every single person that was here has transformed 
in one way or another. We even had gents in the 
house and they too, had a lot to learn. The session 
turned into a conversational movement between 
like-minded women (and men) in the sense that we 
as the speakers had a lot to learn from the students 
too.”

I learnt that learning I learnt that learning 
doesn’t stop on the other doesn’t stop on the other 

side of the graduation stage, side of the graduation stage, 
in fact that’s when the true in fact that’s when the true 

experience of cultivatin experience of cultivatin 
knowledge begins. Formal knowledge begins. Formal 

education stresses the education stresses the 
importance of hard skills importance of hard skills 

and unfortunately technical and unfortunately technical 
skills only get you one foot skills only get you one foot 
into the door. You need to into the door. You need to 
cultivate the soft skills too cultivate the soft skills too 
if you want to grow in any if you want to grow in any 

industry. (Soft skills such as industry. (Soft skills such as 
confidence, inter and  confidence, inter and  
intra personal skills, intra personal skills, 

planning, public planning, public 
speaking act)speaking act)

"Lucky for us we had an all-rounder panel 
of speakers that introduced students to 
opportunities and organizations that champion 
the sustainable development of women in male 
dominated industries. Every speaker added 
to a holistic plan that students will employ as 
guidance in the near future. We ensured to turn 
what was agony into excitement for their journey 
ahead.’’ Concluded Kgomotso    
   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

Re-Launch ceremony
Excel Fongoma 

 Khomotso Malao TUT Alumni

The Department of Sports and Recreation in 
eMalahleni Campus hosted former Banyana 
Banyana coach, Fran Hilton-Smith during the 

Ladies Football Re-Launch ceremony. Fran Hilton-Smith 
handed her book titled 'A Song for Banyana ' to Library 
and Information department. Her visit was part of 
Women's Month celebration and also encouraged female 
students to participate in sports. She also shared her 
story behind the development of women football in the 
country and her success as coach during the time South 
Africa had just been re admitted into international sport.
Thephang Sesoai Administrative Information 
Management Student detailed how it feels to be an 
athlete. She said "Sport has always been part of my life 
since a young age and representing TUT is an honour as a 
student and I feel great knowing that I am being noticed 
and I am doing what I love.”

Tshepang further added that Tshwane University of 
Technology is supportive to them as Athletes and 
students. 

They are really trying their They are really trying their 
best to make our sports best to make our sports 
worthwhile, but I believe worthwhile, but I believe 

they can do better in they can do better in 
terms of us getting more terms of us getting more 

equipment and platforms, equipment and platforms, 
other than that our Sport other than that our Sport 

Management is really tryingManagement is really trying

Sesoai believes that students that 
wish to be athletes need to be 
themselves and never be discouraged 
by the environment they are in she 
detailed "I encourage students who wish 
to be athletes to be themselves and don’t 
let the term of I am in university get into 
their head especially when they know that in 
high school they were participating in sports. I 
also encourage them to play sports as a coping 
mechanism because varsity is hard and sports is 
also one way to distress and also a way to distress    

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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A Modern-Day Woman in 
Modern Times:

Mathabo Bila 
Xolani Ringane

Mathabo Bila is a Tshwane University 
of Technology B-tech in Drama 
graduate and Businesswoman 

popularly known for her lead roles as 
‘’Khensani Mudau’’ on SABC 2’s first ever 
South African Xitsonga telenovela drama 
series named Giyani Land of Blood and 
‘’Mafanato Bila” on Showmax’s Xitsonga 
series named Mafanato.
She believes that understanding the type of 
a modern-day woman she is will impact the 
younger generation of women coming after 
her in the industry.

‘’For me, being a woman in this day and age 
basically means staying true to myself and 
understanding my version of the type of 
woman that I need to be and how being that 
version will positively impact the younger 
ones around me,’’

Furthermore, Bila is of the notion that there 
are a lot of depictions and influences of 
how society wants women to be, therefore 
women should be careful and alert not to be 
misled.

‘’We are influenced by social media and so 
many things, being a woman in this day and 
age also means surfing out and deciding 
what type of woman you are and stick by 
that because you can be easily influenced 
into being so many different types of the 
women that are depicted in society and that 
could be very misleading,’’

Bila graduated for her B-tech with TUT in 
2016 and her first major role was for Giyani 

Land of Blood, which had a very successful 
run on SABC 2 with two seasons that she 
was both a part of.

"What has changed in my life after that role 
is the attention, I get noticed everywhere 
and by everyone and I guess the growth 
within my acting career and understanding 
the South African industry itself because 
before that I did not know how the industry 
really works,”

Bila was recently part of the Alumni Chapter 
event that happened at TUT Arts Campus 
earlier this year, she spoke about how 
important it is for her to give back to TUT.

‘’My husband and I own a production 
company and we’re both alumni from TUT 
and we’ve always said that with our next 
big production, we want to utilize students 
from the Drama and Film Department to 
come into our film and learn the ropes of 
the industry because that is something we 
didn’t have at school,”

Bila’s current projects include spending time 
in the office writing scripts.

"At the moment we’ve been developing 
and submitting scripts but I believe by 
November we’ll be shooting our first 
feature film as a production company, I 
am focused on pushing myself and my 
husband’s production company because we 
really want to grow the industry and bring 
a different eye to the type of material we 
watch.”    
   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

GiTech:
the Regulation of IT 
Zandile Magubane 

The seed planted by the Tshwane University of Technology 
has now blossomed into a Golden Industry of Technology. 
A private company founded by TUT IT student, Solomon 

Morerwa that enables businesses to let IT do more for each 
business.

Golden Industry of Technology was established in May 2020 
and has since created jobs, has worked with various well known 
tech-industries such as Lenovo and Microsoft and has recently 
partnered with eMalahleni’s private hospital where they develop 
and maintain their website.

Morerwa said, "eMalahleni has a strong technology base and 
unlike its peers in other technology hubs, the lower cost of living 
and warmer climate makes eMalahleni the ideal location to find 
(and employ) talent.”

The company’s mission according to their profile, "Is to strive for 
excellence through professional service, innovation, total quality 
management and customer satisfaction.” 

To successfully run his company, Morerwa needed to compile a 
team that he could believe in mostly because they share a similar 
work ethic like his. He regulates his work ethic in the company’s 
policy which means that everyone who works with him, works 
under the same policy. 

For Morerwa, figuring out a way to work well with his team 
was a challenge he overcame. He went as far as being part of 
every project his team was working on because he wanted to 
understand each of them, in their level of work. 

The team faced challenges such as poor performance, funding 
a strong collaboration, building trust and handling personality 
clashes. 

Morerwa said, " I overcame all the challenges by nurturing their 
knowledge in IT Industry & our area of expertise, being part of 
every project and extended a hand to say let’s go.”

He also added, "Through internal policies & procedures I was 
building a team that understands their goals & committed to 
attaining them, a team with good communication skills, a team 
with honesty, and a team with good work ethics. "

A word of encouragement from Morerwa to potential 
entrepreneurs, "The first door of business success is hard, but 
the second door is inevitable. It is not that important to have a 
successful business, it is the person you must become to have a 
successful business, you must develop character beyond 99% of 
the people in the world, and you must develop honesty, quality 
relationships, ability & willingness to work hard & set priorities.” 
Concluded Solomon.   

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za
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Growing Your Own Timber
Kgaugelo Selane and Amogelang Aysha Ramatena

Philani Patrick Hlatshwayo was born in 
Wesselton Ermelo where he started his 
primary school journey at Umsebe Primary 

school and later transferred to Qambekile Primary 
school and commenced his high school career at 
Lindile Senior Secondary School. His high school days 
were full of unfortunate events which led him to leave 
Ermelo for KwaThema where he continued his high 
school and completed his matric at Laban Mothlabi 
Comprehensive School.
Hlatshwayo was raised by a very strict family. 
During his upbringing, the African proverb ‘it takes a 
village to raise a child’ was taken very seriously and 
therefore community norms and values like respect 
for everyone, particularly to the elderly was not an 
option but a necessity. The strict background he had 
was a great contribution to the man he is today, he 
mentioned showing an interest in politics at the age of 
ten and always emphasizes on respect and discipline.

Hlatshwayo is a valedictorian who holds a National 
Diploma in Marketing, B-Tech in Public Management 
and is currently studying towards a master’s degree in 
Public Affairs. Patrick said "My journey has never been 
an easy one. I have learned that there is importance 
in having ongoing interactions with different 

departments in the university especially academics to 
deepen understanding about work and profession.”

His work ethic and professionalism allude for his 
recent achievement. Hlatshwayo has recently been 
appointed as the Student Governance and Leadership 
Development (SGLD) Head of Department (HOD) at 
the Ga-Rankuwa and Mbombela campuses from 1 
August 2022. He is also popularly known for his love of 
assisting students with matters not only pertaining to 
academics but also the wellbeing of students outside 
school.

Hlatshwayo has served in leadership roles in various 
structures and organizations in the higher education 
and training sector, including the following:
• First 1st year student to be SRC member at 

Technikon Northwest 2001/02 and became SRC 
President 2003/04

• Served in the National Executive Committee of 
SASCO 2003/04 and 2004/05

• Served in the TUT (Tshwane University of 
Technology) Council in 2004 and 2005

• Currently NASDEV Secretary General.
Hlatshwayo therefore added "I am committed 
to bringing forth a new culture that will help the 

university to achieve greatness, this includes building 
the capacity of student leaders.” He further said 
"I believe that if the university can get student 
affairs right, then there will be ease with regards to 
academics. This milestone embodies the true value of 
Growing your own Timber," said Patrick   
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WOMEN 
use sports 
opportunities
Excel Fongoma

Tshephiso Matamela says, as 
an Athlete she believes that 
women can do well in sport 

and must use the opportunity wise.
Tshephiso highlighted important 
things that kept her going as a 
Sportswoman. 
She said "As a sportswoman, what 
keeps me going is the fact that 
life is filled with opportunities and 
every time I get presented with any 
opportunity no matter how small I will 
definitely seize it and make something 
out of it. So in this instance, I had 
recently joined squash not only for 
the fun of it but for my health as I am 
asthmatic and felt that the intensity of 
the squash games would assist me.”

"When I got the opportunity to 
participate in the USSA tournament I 
grabbed the chance with both hands 
and made something out of it. Squash 
is a physical game but at some point where it became a mental game 
for me. The challenges are there and I kept motivating myself and 
reminding myself that I could accomplish what I put my head to.”

"I live by among many quotes and scripture’s that resonate with my 
heart, the three that I anchor my heart and spirit into Ephesians 6:7, 
serve wholeheartedly as if you are serving the Lord and a quote by 
anonymous "Don’t stop until you are proud” 

Matamela said "Justice Edwin Cameron motivates me in a sense that, 
despite everything he has been through, he still thrived to make it to 
the top, as he said "what you have been through does not determine 
where you are going," concluded Tshephiso.   
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Gratitude to TUT
by Refiloe Jane 
Excel Fongoma

Tshwane University of Technology’s Alumni and Banyana-Banyana Captain 
Refiloe Jane, expressed her gratitude to the University in shaping her 
football career. She explains how TUT Sports is supportive to the ladies 

football team.  Refiloe is encouraging young stars to never give up on their dreams, 
she further explains that it is not an easy journey building a football career.
"Firstly, before I talk to the young girls, I just wanna say thank you to "TUT Sports” 
and the Department of Education, the Department of Sports, Recreation, Arts & 
Culture for the support that they have given the TUT Ladies Team. It means a lot 

and with that support we were able 
to go out there and represent the 
institution with pride.” Those were the 
words of Refiloe Jane.

Jane said that TUT’s support they feel it 
as football players "Not even once did 
we feel like we were never supported, 
so with TUT being a high performance 
centre really helped us in growing as 
individuals and also as football players. 
TUT Sport helped me a lot. The support 
that they gave me on and off the field 
is amazing.”  Refiloe added "TUT offers 
so much support, they try to help the 
team get even better as the years go 
by and I think with the support that 
we receive it can help with winning 

trophies.” 

 "With academics also there would be 
times when we had to focus on exams and tests and they would be there to offer 
the support, they would be giving us free time to say now go focus on exams 
and when you’re done you’ll come back and vice versa. There would be times 
when football took priority over education, so that balance was one of the most 
important things one had to go through and with the support that we receive from 
the directorate also, it meant a lot.” Said Jane

 "My advice is to keep on pushing hard. Days are not going to be the same, have 
resilience, and have that discipline and never lose sight of that big goal.”.   

   BUANewspaper@tut.ac.za

  Tshephiso Matamela

  Refiloe Jane TUT Alumni and Banyana-
Banyana captain

  Philani Patrick Hlatshwayo SGLD HOD at Ga-Rankuwa 
and Mbobela campusses
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